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Abstract: The description of reaction regulation in enzymes responsible for activating and catalyzing small
molecules (O2, NO) requires identification of ligand movement into the binding site and out of the enzyme
through specific channels and docking sites. We have used time-resolved step-scan Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy on CO-photolyzed cytochrome c oxidase ba3 from T. thermophilus, which is
responsible for the activation and reduction of both O2 and NO, to gain insight into the structure of ligand-
binding intermediates at ambient temperature. We show that, upon dissociation, the photolyzed CO becomes
trapped within a ligand docking site located near the ring A propionate of heme a3. The 2131 cm-1 mode
of the “docked” CO we have detected corresponds to the B1 state of Mb and persists for 35 µs. The release
of CO from the docking site is not followed by recombination to the heme a3 Fe. Our analysis indicates that
this behavior reflects a mechanism in which the protein near ring A of heme a3 propionate reorganizes
about the released CO from the docking site, and establishes a transient barrier that inhibits the
recombination process to the heme a3 Fe for a few milliseconds. Rebinding to heme a3 occurs with k2 )
29.5 s-1. These results have implications for understanding the role of ligand binding/escape through docking
sites and channels in heme-copper oxidases and, thus, in respiration.

Introduction

The structure determination of ligand binding intermediates
in proteins and enzymes is the key step toward our understand-
ing of ligand binding and discrimination. All proteins contain
internal cavities that are coated by hydrophobic residues. The
existence of these internal cavities, despite the reduced stability
that they introduced to the protein, is explained by the general
view of their involvement in controlling the dynamics and
reactivity of the protein reactions with small ligands, such as
O2, NO, and CO, usually through ligand accommodation. On
this point, many studies have been carried out on myoglobin,
exploring the role of the internal cavities in controlling CO
migration to the heme iron, and dictating internal pathways
between the binding site and the transiently occupied docking
sites.1-15 The initial locations of photodissociated ligands in Mb

are well established by ultrafast spectroscopic experiments1,9

and theory.2,14The process of ligand docking and, thus, the direct
observation of intermediate states have never been reported in
other proteins or enzymes other than Mb and Hb.

Almost 95% of the oxygen we consume is used in respiration
by the terminal respiratory enzyme cytochrome oxidase.16 This
remarkable machine, binds, activates, and reduces up to 250
molecules of O2 per second, and couples the energy released in
this process to the translocation of protons that contribute to
the chemiosmotic gradient. Cytochromeba3 is a member of the
large family of heme-copper oxidases and, in addition to
activating O2 and conserving the energy of the O2 reduction
for subsequent ATP synthesis, is able to catalyze the reduction
of nitric oxide (NO) to nitrous oxide (N2O) under reducing
anaerobic conditions.17 The crystal structure of the protein
indicates that the conserved to all heme-copper oxidases subunit
I consists of a low-spin hemeb and a high-spin hemea3/CuB

binuclear center, where the dioxygen and nitric oxide reactions
take place.18 Subunit II contains a mixed valence homodinuclear
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copper complex. The crystal structures of bovineaa3,19 P.
denitrificans aa3,20 andE. coli bo3

21 are also known, and most
of the chemistry of heme-copper oxidases is understood. In
addition, the coherent reaction dynamics has been recently
reported for the bacterial cytochromec oxidase.22 Despite this
wealth of knowledge, the actual chemical and structural details
of proton translocation are still unknown, and very little is yet
known about the ligand input and output channels and the
docking sites in heme-copper oxidases. The CO-ligation/release
mechanism in cytochromeba3 follows that found in other heme-
copper oxidases23 and proceeds according to Scheme 1.

In contrast to the bovineaa3 oxidase, CuB of cytochrome
ba3 has a relative high affinity for CO (K1 > 104), whereas the
transfer of CO to hemea3

2+ is characterized by a smallk2 ) 8
s-1, and by ak-2 ) 0.8 s-1 that is 30-fold greater than that of
the bovineaa3.24 It should be noted that the CuB

1+-CO complex
(complexA) is not photolabile, and thus it remains a spectator
in the photodynamic events occurring to complexB.25

Mb has served as a model system toward our understanding
of the interrelationships among structure, dynamics, and function
in heme proteins.26 In the photolyzed state of Mb, the “docked”
CO is located in the distal site of the heme,27,28whereas in the
photorelaxed state it is located in a proximal docking site.29

The ultrafast time-resolved mid-IR dynamic experiments on Mb
have revealed two trajectories of the CO within a distal docking
site, but with opposite orientations, the B1 (2131 cm-1) and B2

(2119 cm-1) states, that are distinguished spectroscopically and
kinetically.30 Because of the importance of identifying the ligand
binding entry and the product escape in heme-copper oxidases,
we have continued our time-resolved step-scan FTIR spectros-
copy (TRS2) approach to heme-copper oxidases31-34 and have
identified the primary ligand intermediate in cytochromeba3

from T. thermophilus. This is the first study, other than those
of Mb and Hb, where the process of ligand docking that
represents the ligand escape pathway along with ligand binding
pathway is used to describe the intermediate states occupied
during conformational transitions in a large enzyme such as
cytochromeba3. The “docked” CO at 2131 cm-1 is located near
ring A of hemea3 propionate that is 4.2 Å away from the heme
a3 Fe.18

Materials and Methods

Time-Resolved Step-Scan FTIR Spectroscopy.FTIR measure-
ments were performed on a BRUKER Equinox IFS 55 spectrometer
equipped with the step-scan option. The 532 nm pulses from a
Continuum Minilite Nd:YAG laser (7 ns width, 3 Hz) were used as a
pump light (4 mJ/pulse) to photolyze theba3-CO oxidase. The transient
populations of the CuB1+-CO complex and of “docked” CO were
generated by photolyzing approximately 15% of the hemea3

2+-CO
complex. For the time-resolved experiments, a TTL pulse (Transistor
Transistor Logic) provided by a digital delay pulse generator (Quantum
Composers, 9314T) triggers, in order, the flashlamps, Q-switch, and
the FTIR spectrometer. Pretriggering the FTIR spectrometer to begin
data collection before the laser fires allows 40-100 fixed reference
points to be collected at each mirror position, which are averaged and
used as the reference spectrum in the calculation of the difference
spectra. Changes in intensity were recorded with an MCT detector
(Mercury Cadmium Telluride, Graseby Infrared D316, response limit
600 cm-1) amplified in the dc-coupled mode and digitized with a 200-
kHz, 16-bit, analog-to-digital converter. A broad-band interference
optical filter (Optical Coating Laboratory, Santa Rosa, CA) with short
wavelength cutoff at 2.67µm was used to limit the free spectral range
from 2.67 to 8µm. This leads to a spectral range of 3949.5 cm-1, which
is equal to an undersampling ratio of 4. Single-sided spectra were
collected at 8 cm-1 spectral resolution (1110 mirror positions), 5 or
100 µs time-resolution, and 10 coadditions per data point. The total
accumulation time for each measurement was 62 min, and 2-3
measurements were collected and averaged. The Blackman-Harris
three-term apodization function with 32 cm-1 phase resolution and the
Mertz phase correction algorithm were used. Difference spectra were
calculated by subtracting the reference spectrum, recorded before the
laser firing, from those after the photodissociation of CO from heme
a3. In the spectral region between 1900 and 2150 cm-1, the noise level
was 10-5 AU.

Sample Preparation.Cytochromeba3 was isolated fromT. ther-
mophilusHB8 cells according to previously published procedures.24

The samples used for the FTIR measurements had an enzyme
concentration of∼1 mM and were placed in MES buffer (pH 5.25).
Dithionite-reduced samples were exposed to 1 atm CO (1 mM) in an
anaerobic cell to prepare the carbonmonoxy adduct and transferred to
a tightly sealed FTIR cell composed of two 3-mm-thick CaF2 windows,
under anaerobic conditions. The path length was sufficient small (15
µm) to avoid the strong absorbance of the water around 1650 cm-1

and keep the response of the MCT detector linear. The enzyme binds
CO homogeneously to the catalytic center at pH 5.25 for a time period
much longer (10-12 h) than the corresponding time for sample
preparation and measurement. CO gas (99.9%) was obtained from
Messer (Germany). Optical absorption spectra were recorded with a
Perkin-Elmer Lamda 20 UV-visible spectrometer before and after the
FTIR measurements to ensure the formation and stability of the CO
adducts.

Results and Discussion

Location of Ligand Docking Site.Figure 1 shows the TRS2

difference spectra (td ) 5-60 µs, 8 cm-1 spectral resolution)
of fully reducedba3-CO after CO photolysis by a nanosecond
laser pulse (532 nm). The negative peak at 1976 cm-1 arises
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from the photolyzed hemea3-CO, and the positive peak that
appears at 2053 cm-1 is the result of the photolyzed CO that
transiently binds to CuB. Concurrently with the formation of
the CuB1+-CO complex, a positive peak appears at 2131 cm-1

that shows a slight evolution as it diminishes at∼60 µs. The
TRS2 difference spectra presented here, in conjunction with the
reported extinction coefficients for hemea3-CO and CuB1+-
CO,25 demonstrate that 80-85% of the photodissociated CO
binds to CuB. The remaining 15-20% is attributed to the
population of the 2131 cm-1 mode (see below). The frequency
of the 2131 cm-1 feature is close to the free-gas value of CO
(2143.3 cm-1)35 and exactly the same as that found in Mb,
characterizing the B1 state in which the CO is trapped into a
docking site located above the pyrrole ring C of the heme.27-30

Accordingly, we assign the 2131 cm-1 mode we observe in the
photolyzedba3 to the B1 state in which the CO is funneled into
a docking site. We cannot exclude, however, the possibility that
both B1 (2131 cm-1) and B2 (2119 cm-1) states are initially
formed after CO photodetachment from hemea3 and that B1
becomes dominant at the time of our time-resolution limitations
(5 µs). No significant intensity variations are detected in the
transient difference spectra (td ) 5-3000µs) for the 2053 and
1976 cm-1 modes. The “docked” CO escapes within 60µs
without rebinding to hemea3 or CuB. Concurrently with the
decay of the 2131 cm-1 mode, the propionate CdO stretching
band of ring A of hemea3 is seen as a negative peak at 1708
cm-1 (Figure 1, inset).31 Prior to the decay of the “docked”
CO, however, it is observed at 1702 cm-1 at td ) 10 µs, and at
1705 cm-1 (td ) 35 µs). This observation indicates that the
“docked” CO is near the CdO stretching band of the ring A

propionate of hemea3, causing a conformational change to the
CdO bond. When the “docked” CO escapes, the heme propi-
onate is free of the exerted perturbation and returns progressively
from its transient position at 1702 to 1708 cm-1. We cannot
exclude, however, that there are more than two states involved
in the 1702 to 1708 cm-1 transition. It should be noted that the
CdO bond is located at 1708 cm-1 during the entire CO
rebinding process to hemea3. This observation further supports
our conclusion that the frequency of the 1702 cm-1 mode is
due to the presence of the “docked” CO near ring A of heme
a3 propionate, and is not the consequence of CO photodisso-
ciation from hemea3. If the later scenario was the case, then a
similar perturbation in the CdO mode would have been
observed during the rebinding process. No such perturbation
of the CdO mode, however, was observed. The inset shows
the time evolution of the ring A hemea3 propionate.

At td ) 3-100 ms (Figure 2A), the decreased intensity of
the transient 2053 cm-1 mode is accompanied by an increased
intensity at 1976 cm-1. The final spectrum at 100 ms demon-
strates that there is no irreversible light-induced effect on heme
a3. The intensity ratio of Fe-CO/CuB-CO remains constant
for all data points (∼2.0), and thus we conclude that no fraction
of CO that was bound to CuB escapes the binuclear center at
293 K. On the basis of the final intensity of the 1976 cm-1

mode, we further conclude that the “docked” CO that was not
bound to CuB has recombined to hemea3. Figure 2B compares

(35) Lim, M.; Jackson, T. A.; Anfinrud, P. A.J. Chem. Phys.1995, 102, 4355-
4366.

Figure 1. Time-resolved step-scan FTIR difference spectra of the CO-
bound form of fully reduced cytochromeba3 oxidase (pH 5.25) at 10, 35,
and 60µs after CO photolysis. Enzyme concentration was∼1 mM, and
the path length was 15µm. Each spectrum is the average of 5-10 individual
spectra. The spectral resolution was 8 cm-1, the time resolution was 5µs,
and 10 coadditions were collected per data point. The excitation wavelength
was 532 nm (4 mJ/pulse). Inset: Time-resolved step-scan FTIR difference
spectra (1675-1720 cm-1 spectral region) of the cytochromeba3-CO
complex at 10, 35, and 60µs after CO photolysis. Each spectrum is the
average of 5-10 individual spectra, and the experimental conditions were
the same as those described above. Figure 2. (A) Time-resolved step-scan FTIR difference spectra of the CO-

bound form of fully reduced cytochromeba3 oxidase (pH 5.25) at 1, 5, 10,
20, 40, 60, 75, and 100 ms after CO photolysis. Each spectrum is the average
of 40 individual spectra. (B) Kinetic analysis of the 2053 cm-1 (CuBC-O)
(9) and 1976 cm-1 (FeC-O) (b) modes versus time, after CO photolysis.
∆A was measured from the intensity of the corresponding modes (peaks
area), at times between 0 and 75 ms, after the photolysis of CO from heme
a3. The curves are three-parameter exponential fits to the experimental data,
according to first-order kinetics.
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the decay of the CuB1+-CO complex, as measured by the∆A
of the 2053 cm-1 mode shown in Figure 2A, with the formation
of the hemea3

2+-CO complex by measuring the∆A of the
1976 cm-1 mode. The rate of decay of the transient CuB

1+-
CO complex is 34.3 s-1 (t1/2 ) 20.2 ms), and the observed rate
of rebinding to hemea3 is 29.5 s-1 (t1/2 ) 23.5 ms). The
presented curves are three-parameter fits to the experimental
data and show that the kinetics of the transient species is similar
to that previously obtained at pD 8.5.31

Photodissociation Dynamics.In Scheme 2, we present a
model for CO kinetics, heme-pocket relaxation, and coordination
chemistry in the hemea3-CuB binuclear center ofba3.

We expect the same time scales for the initial events in the
photodynamics of cytochromeba3 as those reported for mam-
malianaa3 oxidase.23,36 Therefore, the CuB1+-CO complex is
fully developed within 1 ps after CO photolysis from hemea3,
demonstrating the absence of activation barrier to the CO
transfer from hemea3 to CuB.37 The states denoted by an asterisk
(B andC) represent a nonequilibrium hemea3 state character-
ized by an upshifted hemea3 Fe-His stretching vibration that
relaxes to the equilibrium reduced species at times>10µs.36,38,39

In statesB and C, the photolyzed CO and the heme pocket
contain excess energy resulting from the photolysis. The
produced heat from the energy of the 532 nm photons appears
as excess translational and rotational energy of the CO, without
being vibrationally excited, and as an excess energy in the
binuclear moiety. The activated CO (80-85%) binds to CuB,
and the other 15-20% is funneled in the “docking” site before
the binuclear center is thermalized. In stateE, the “docked”
CO has escaped from its original position, and in stateA both
the solvated CO and that bound to CuB rebind to hemea3. It is
expected that the docking site that traps the photolyzed CO be
able to trap the thermally dissociated CO from CuB, an event
that occurs witht1/2 ) 20.2 ms. However, we detect no signals
at 2131 cm-1 during the thermal dissociation of CO from CuB.

The TRS2 difference spectra demonstrate that the docking
site is near ring A of hemea3 propionate and remains there for
35 µs. The lack of recombination of the “docked” CO to heme
a3 in conjunction with the absence of CO escape from the
binuclear center indicates that the original “docking” site barrier
(5-35 µs) to recombination, that is formed with photodisso-
ciation of CO, is followed by a second transient barrier (35µs
to 3 ms). We suggest that this second barrier is the result of the
long-lifetime of the “docked” CO that causes large-scale protein
fluctuations on microseconds to milliseconds time scales, and
concomitantly creates a transient protein channel near the
binuclear center. Evidently, the escaped “docked” CO becomes

solvated and remains trapped in the transient channel. Unfor-
tunately, the intensity of the solvated CO mode (B0 state),40 at
∼2146 cm-1, is by a factor of∼5041 lower than that representing
the ligated form and, thus, beyond our detection limits. Protein
fluctuations have also been observed in Mb, whereas the
recombination of CO from the docking site to the heme is
slowed substantially, allowing a large fraction of ligands to avoid
rebinding long enough.8,29This way, large-scale fluctuations on
nanosecond to microsecond time scales open exit channels
through which ligands migrate into other internal cavities from
which they finally escape from the protein. Obviously, in
cytochromeba3, the protein fluctuations are not followed by
the creation of new docking sites or exit channels from which
ligands escape. Accordingly, the hemea3 Fe-His relaxation,
the dynamics of the docking site, and that of the transient
channel are the rate-limiting steps to geminate recombination.

Physiological Relevance.It is anticipated that the same
docking site is responsible for the kinetic control of both ligand
motion/binding and escape and thatba3 has preexisting cavities
that are only modestly perturbed by the photodissociated CO
from hemea3. The experimental observation of the putative
ligand binding intermediate stateC (Scheme 2) in heme-copper
oxidases can be used to evaluate the ligand input and escape
pathways. The results reported here in conjunction with those
reported on the protonic connectivity between the propionates
of hemea3, Asp372, and H2O, that lead to the identification of
a proton exit channel, indicate a pathway connecting the docking
and binding sites and indicate that this pathway leads to the
escape of protons and H2O molecules (Koutsoupakis, C.;
Soulimane, T.; Varotsis, C.Biophys. J., submitted).

Combining the results above with those of photodissociated
Mb, the following points emerge. Upon photodissociation from
hemea3, 15-20% of CO becomes trapped in a docking site
that is located at ring A of hemea3 propionate. The protein
environment near ring A of hemea3 propionate imposes
constraints on the released CO from the docking site, preventing
its fast rebinding to hemea3. In a broader sense, our results
highlight the emerging general strategy of heme proteins, which
function either as ligand carriers or as catalytic enzymes. In
Mb, the docking sites are transiently occupied by the ligand
during its trajectory though the protein. This way, the pathway
for migration to and from the active center is defined. As for
cytochromeba3, the identification of the docking site near ring
A of heme a3 propionate provides the basis for subsequent
analysis of its functional role in the reductions of O2 to H2O
and of NO to N2O.17 Given the similar size and polarity of CO
and O2, O2 migration to the docking site is expected. This way,
the long-lived “docked” ligand may participate in chemical
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reaction, as it has been demonstrated in the reaction mechanism
of the Mb-O2 and Hb-O2 with NO.42 The spectroscopic
identification of the docking site presented here, in conjunction
with time-resolved Laue X-ray diffraction data,43 will provide
a framework for elucidating the reaction pathways in cytochrome
oxidase.44
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